Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity in a little more detail…

One of the main considerations for any organisation, is what processes and measures do they have in place
in the event of disaster and how they continue with business operations following an interruption to the core
infrastructure. Failure to plan for contingencies of both a short and long term nature will represent significant
cost, loss of business, damage to reputation and potentially force business closure.

How important is it to consider my IT operations when planning a Disaster Recovery
and Business Continuity strategy?
Information Technology systems form a major part of the overall continuity plan for the majority of
organisations. Without this function it is unlikely they will be able to communicate or produce their end product,
resulting in a devastating impact on the business.

So, what’s involved?
The task of ensuring systems and information availability normally rests with the IT Operations department,
who have to plan for technical failure of their business systems and applications, whilst also protecting against
security threats which range from denial of service attacks to malware on endpoints and mobile devices
rendering them inoperable.

How is Data Connect going to be able to help me?
Data Connect have a strong experience of assisting with systems availability in areas such as email continuity
and data backup. Through a wide range of cloud based solutions and hosted services we can provide a resilient
infrastructure and mechanism for a full DR situation or temporary loss of a technology function. In addition, our
team of specialists will assist you with advice on best practices for security and the most appropriate technology
to safeguard against downtime caused by a security breach.

What if my business infrastructure is extremely complex?
We work with our customers to evaluate their specific needs and requirements and through a blend of sound
professional advice and resilient technology solutions, are confident that we can fulfil key components of your
overall planning in this area.

I’d like to meet to find out more.
No problem - call us today for an informal chat. We’ll talk you through specific issues that might be affecting
your individual business and arrange a suitable time to meet with you in person.
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